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one message. many expressions.
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GLOBAL NETWORK OF EVANGELISTS

“Being part of [GNE]  
is like being the owners  
of a small coffee shop  
and having Starbucks  
ask us how they  
could help.”Joel Parker :  
Nations Foundation

“The fellowship with 
other evangelists is a 
great thing. To meet  
and relate to people  
who understand the  
heart and the work  
of the evangelist is a 
blessing. I love the  
[GNE] family!”Jorge Armando Perez :  
JA Perez Evangelistic  
Association
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one message. many expressions.

GLOBAL NETWORK
OF EVANGELISTS

One evangelist can reach only so far. One  
organisation can do only so much. Yet by  
working together, we multiply our efforts for  
the expansion of the Gospel and see many  
more people reached with the Good News.  
This is the vision of the Luis Palau Association’s  
Global Network of Evangelists. 

Dedicating our efforts to accelerate evangelism 
worldwide, the Palau Association is working to 
build networks of evangelists in 150 countries 
over the next 10 years. 

Whether just starting out, or well-seasoned as 
an evangelist, there’s always more to learn. GNE 
recognises the importance of sharing experiences 
and knowledge with one another to be more  
effective in proclaiming the Good News. This is 
the heart of GNE.
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GLOBAL NETWORK OF EVANGELISTS

GNE MEMBERS

The Luis Palau Association has been identifying, 
affirming, equipping, and mobilising evangelists 
for more than 20 years through the Next  
Generation Alliance (NGA) which grew into a  
fellowship of more than 800 evangelists, with 
members around the world. NGA was enfolded 
into the Global Network of Evangelists in  
September 2020.

Member evangelists work with each other and 
GNE staff on a regular basis to obtain practical 
help, advice, and coaching. Our website, www.
evangelist.global is full of encouraging articles, 
practical tools for ministry, and handbooks to  
provide best practices —  all developed by  
other GNE members and the Palau team.
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“With all that is within me I want to say thank you for 
all the coaching, counsel, and care [GNE] affords me. 
Being connected to you and LPA/GNE has been the  
single greatest source of sustained assistance I have 
ever received as an evangelist.”Mike Silva : Mike Silva International
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one message. many expressions.

“I thank God for the  
vision of Luis Palau to 
mentor younger  
evangelists like myself, 
[through GNE] and to 
give us a platform to 
share Jesus Christ  
around the world.  
I couldn’t have done  
it without him.”Jose Zayas : Jose Zayas 
Evangelism International
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GLOBAL NETWORK OF EVANGELISTS

COUNTRY NETWORKS,
EVANGELISM STRATEGIES,
COMMUNITY & EQUIPPING

Country Networks
The Luis Palau Association is dedicated to accel-
erating evangelism worldwide by working to build 
networks of evangelists in 150 countries over the 
next 10 years. These networks are being developed 
through strong, trusted relationships with evange-
lists, Christian organisations, and local churches  
around the globe, with a vision to connect and  
encourage evangelists as never before to win  
more people to Christ.

Evangelism Strategies
GNE desires to help networks and movements in 
global cities develop evangelism strategies to  
guide their passion for evangelism toward action.

We work with leaders in a city (including pastors, 
nonprofit leaders, evangelists, and other people of 
influence) who are passionate about evangelism  
and act as a catalyst to keep evangelism a central 
part of the Gospel Movement in their city.
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“Being part of [GNE] 
has been a HUGE bless-
ing! The Palau Team 
always offers wisdom  
and encouragement  
when we need it most. 
The Lord has used them 
to recharge us and keep 
us going even when we 
have wanted to give up. 
They have blessed us  
beyond measure and  
we are so thankful  
for them.”Ulises & Toni  
Frallicciardi  :   
Christian Skaters
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one message. many expressions.

Community & Equipping
Evangelism is challenging, filled with 
opposition, and often exhausting. GNE is 
committed to equipping evangelists in key 
areas of ministry as well as connecting 
them with other evangelistically-minded 
innovators.

Through GNE, members have access to 
individualised coaching from GNE staff  
and senior leaders within GNE, as well  
as the many tools, resources, and best 
practices of other members. They are  
also encouraged to form strategic  
partnerships with other organisations.

One of the means of providing both  
community and practical training is 
through Advance Groups.

In partnership with the Message Trust,  
GNE seeks to mentor evangelists through 
the Advance Group movement.

Advance Groups promote and develop the 
calling of evangelists through a commit-
ment to the proclamation of the Gospel 
and the support of those who proclaim  
the Good News.
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GLOBAL NETWORK OF EVANGELISTS

“Over the past 20  
years, Luis and his team 
have quietly come along-
side young, unknown,  
and often relatively 
undeveloped visionaries 
and evangelists. They  
have invested time,  
effort, and resources to 
help raise up a new  
generation of leaders 
who could continue the 
work of “Demonstrating 
and Declaring the love  
of God” to everyone,  
everywhere.”Ted Bruun :  
The Extreme Tour /  
The Objective
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one message. many expressions.

COLLABORATION

The Global Network of Evangelists works to build 
relationships between organisations, foster unity 
among evangelists, and open doors for collabora-
tive ministry. Collaboration provides an environ-
ment for evangelists to expand their ministries, 
mature, learn from one another, and reach more 
people with the Good News.

WHY?  One evangelist can reach only so far. One  
organisation can do only so much. By working  
together we multiply our efforts, share the  
financial cost of ministry, and expand our impact 
for Jesus Christ.

HOW?  GNE collaborates with local and national 
ministries and churches to plan and coordinate 
“saturation evangelism” initiatives throughout  
the world – gathering evangelists from numerous 
ministries and sending them out to lead evange-
listic outreach events, evangelism training, and 
leadership conferences under our motto of  
“one message, many expressions.”
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GLOBAL NETWORK OF EVANGELISTS

“[GNE] has been a huge 
blessing. The resources, 
wisdom, and networking 
have been priceless to  
our ministry.”Mario D’Ortenzio  :  
Death2Life Revolution

“It’s such a blessing to be part of this worldwide 
network of evangelists and receive the training, re-
sources, support, ministry opportunities and fellow-

ship that being part of GNE brings!”  
Steve Mullins : Steve Mullins Evangelistic Ministries
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one message. many expressions.

To learn more about the work of the Luis Palau Association in the UK and 
Europe, please contact us at:  
www.palau.org.uk  |  0121 820 7171  |  ukoffice@palau.org

If you are an evangelist and are interested in membership, email or  
contact us at: gne@palau.org  |  www.evangelist.global. You can  
also follow us on social media at:

GET INVOLVED

www.facebook.com/globalnetworkofevangelists        
www.instagram.com/globalnetworkofevangelists

We are in the midst of an exciting movement of 
collaboration in evangelism across the world.  
God intended for us to be in united fellowship 
(John 17), empowered by the Holy Spirit (Acts 1:8), 
and working together (Psalm 133) to reach as  
many people as possible for our Lord and Savior 
Jesus Christ. 

The very fact that you are reading this brochure 
suggests you are an evangelist seeking to expand 
your outreach or you are a passionate follower of 
Jesus wanting to leave a legacy for God’s kingdom. 
The Global Network of Evangelists is here to help 
you accelerate your evangelistic ministry and  
expand your ability to serve the Church.
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GLOBAL NETWORK OF EVANGELISTS

OM Lifehope, Lifehope Training Centre, 
Little Cornbow, Halesowen, West Midlands B63 3AJ 
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